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This paper argues that skill formation is a life-cycle process and develops the implications of 
this insight for Scottish social policy. Families are major producers of skills, and a successful 
policy needs to promote effective families and to supplement failing ones. Targeted early 
interventions have proven to be very effective in compensating for the effect of neglect. 
Improvements in traditional measures of school quality, tuition subsidies, company-sponsored 
and public job training are unlikely to be as effective. We review the evidence and present 
several policy recommendations.  
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Perry Preschool: Net present values of costs and beneﬁts through age 27
1. Cost of preschool for child,a ges 3-41 2 ,148
2. Decrease in cost to government of K-12
special education courses for child, ages 5 to 18 6,365
3. Decrease in direct criminal justice system costsa
of child’s criminal activity, ages 15 to 28 7,378
4. Decrease in direct criminal justice system costsa
of child’s projected criminal activity, ages 29 to 44 2,817
5. Income from child’s increased
employment, ages 19 to 27 8,380
6. Projected income from child’s
increased employment, ages 28 to 65 7,565
7. Decrease in tangible losses to crime
victims, ages 15 to 44 10,690
Total beneﬁts: 43,195
Total beneﬁts excluding projectionsb 32,813
Beneﬁts minus costs 31,047
Beneﬁts minus costse xcluding projectionsb 20,665
Notes: All values are net present values in 1996 dollars at age 0 calculated
using a 4 percent discount rate.
aDirect criminal justice system costs are the administrative costs of incarceration.
bBenefits from projected decreased criminal activity (4) and projected income
from increased employment (6) are excluded.
Sources: Karoly et al. (1998) and Barnett (1993).CESifo Working Paper Series 
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